An Economical
Full-Scale
Multipurpose
ComputerSystem
Ihis is the first | 6-bitcomputersystemto have
a hardwarestackarchitectureand vrrtualmemory.
It handlestime-sharing,
batchprocessing,and realtimeoperationsin severallanguagesconcurrently.
by BertE.ForbesandMichaelD.Green

rflHE HP 3000 COMPUTER SYSTEM is HewlettI Packard'sfirst full-scale multipurpose computer system. Its primary objective is to provide, at
low cost, a general-purpose*computer system capable of concurrentbatch processing,on-lineterminal processing,and real-time processing,all with
the same software. Many users can accessthe system simultaneously using any of several programming languagesand applications library programs.
The HP 3000 [Fig. 1J is an integrated softwarehardware design. It was developed by engineers
and programmersto provide a small computer capable of multiprogramming. Unlike many computers of the past, it was not built by the engineers
and turned over to the programmers to see what
they could do with it.
Helping define the objectives for the HP 3000
was HP's long experience with both customer and
internal use of 2100-SeriesComputers and ZOO0Series Time-shared Systems.These computers and
systemshave been widely used in educational,instrumentation, industrial, and commercial applications. These are also expected to be the primary
applicationsareasfor the HP 3000 (seepage z).
A comprehensive set of software and the hardware to support it has been developed for the
HP 3000. Software includes the Multiprogramming
Executive operating system, several programming
language translators, and an applications library.
ArchitecturalFeatures
The scope of the software for the HP 3000 requires certain capabilities in the computer on which
the software is to run. Among these are efficient
program segmentation,relocation,reentrancy,code
*"General-purpose"
meansthat a useris not restricted
to a singleapplication,
but
canreadilywriteprograms
to fit his ovinapplication,
v{hatever
it mightbe,

sharing,recursion,user protection, code compression, efficient execution, and dynamic storage allocation. All are provided in the HP 3000 design.
Efficient program segmentationmakes it possible
to run programs which are much larger than the
available memory without incurring a large overhead. Much of the power and flexibility of the HP
3000 comes from the virtuol memory that results
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Fig.1. HP 3000 ConputerSYstem has multilingualand multiprogramming capabiI itiesusually
loundon muchlargersystems.

from the segmentationcapabilities of the system.
Swapping of programs and data is made easier
by an automatic relocation technique that is part
of the addressingstructure of this multiprogramming computer.The operatingsystem doesn'thave
to take time to adjust all addressesin a program,
nor doesit have to put somethingin the samephysical location every time.
Reentrancy is a property of HP 3000 code. It
makes it possible for a given sequenceof instructions to be used by severalprocesseswithout having to be concernedabout the code being changed
or temporary variables being destroyed by the
other processes,
Automatic relocation and reentrancymake code
sharing possible. It would be extremely wasteful
of main memory to keep multiple copies of programs in memory. In the HP 3000, one copy of a
program can be shared by many processes.
Another consequenceof reentrancyis recursion,
or the ability to have a routine call itself. The hardware stack architecture of the HP 3000 plays an
important role in recursive calls.
One of the key items in designing a multiprogrammingoperatingsystemis that of user isolation
and system protection. If the operating system and
the users are not completelyprotectedfrom the intentional or unintentional destructive actions of
another user, the system will crash so often as to

be unusable.HP 3000 protection covers programs,
data, and files that exist in the system.
In a small-word-size machine, the amount of
addressablememory is limited. To take full advantage of it, the HP 3000has dynamic storageallocation. All temporary and local variablesare assigned
physical memory only when needed at procedure
or block entry and are deallocatedupon exit.
The HP 3000'sunified real-time, terminal-oriented, and batch environment is accomplishedwithout the use of fixed or variable memory partitions,
Instead, priorities are used to control system resources.Partitioning, it was felt, places arbitrary
restrictionson memory, the most valuableresource
in a multiprogramming system.
ExecutiveOperatingSystem
Multiprogramming
The HP 3000has a singleoperatingsystemcalled
the Multiprogramming Executive (MPE). MPE is a
general-purposesystem that can handle three
modes of operation concurrently, In time-sharing,
one or more users can interactively communicate
with the system via computer terminals. In batch
processing,users can submit entire jobs to be performed by the systemwith no interaction between
the system and the user. In real-time operations,
tasks are dependentupon the occurrenceof external events and must be performed within critical
time periods.
MPE also provides many servicesto users, such

as input/output handling, file management, memory management,and system resource allocation
and scheduling.
There are many advantagesto an operating system of this sort. For example, subsystems(compilers, applicationsprograms,etc.Jneed not be customized for different operating systems or configurations. In fact, the same subsystemcan be used
concurrently by an interactive user and by a batch
user. Another advantage is that software can be
generatedmuch more efficiently becausethe operating system aheady performs many of the more
difficult tasks. Also, with a single operating system, it is easier to attain consistencythroughout
the various software subsystems,thereby simplifying the user/system interface.
Although there is only a single operating system
on the HP 3000,it can be adapted to operate in a
number of different hardware configurations, each
tailored to the needs of its users (Fig.Z). Thus, one
installation may run only small batch processing
jobs using a card reader and a line printer, while
another may add a number of time-sharing terminals. The same software is used by all these installations.
ProgrammingLanguages
Several different programming languages have
been developedfor the HP 8000. Most important
of these is SPL, the Systems Programming Language.This is a higher-level programming language
designedspecifically for systemsprogramming. Almost all of the HP 9000 software has been developed using SPL, the few exceptions being some of
the applications programs.
The reasons for using a higherJevel language
rather than an assemblylanguagefor systemsprogramming are much the same as those for using a
higher-level language for applications programming. It's possible to write and debug programs
more quickly, to modify them more easily, and to
make them more reliable and easier to read and
understand.Furthermore,programs often perform
better becausemore time can be spent on general
methods than on coding details. Improving programs by rewriting substantialsectionsof code is
not distasteful, as it often is when programs are
written in assembly language.In general,in a given
period of time much more software can be developed by using SPL than by using a lower-level assembly language.
Since SPL is designed for HP 3000 systems programming, it was necessary to give SPL programmers easy access to all the features of the central
processor. For this reason, much of the syntax is

basedon thesefeatures,and the machinecode generatedby the compiler is related in an obvious way
to the higher-level statementsin the language.
Other programming languageswhich have been
developedfor the HP 4000are FORTRAN, COBOL,
and BASIC. SPL, BASIC, and FORTRAN are all
recursive, that is, programs,procedures,and subroutines can call themselves, Hp 9000 software
also includes scientific and statistical applications
program libraries, and text editing and formatting
facilities.
ProgramEnvironmeni
Traditionally, 16-bit computers have been von
Neumann-like machines with little or no distinction between program code and data, In a multiprogramming environment there is much to be
gained from separatingthe two. In the HP 8000,a
typical user's environment consistsof one or more
program code segmentsand a data segment(Fig.3).
All code is nonmodifiable while active in the system. Overlay techniquescan thereforebe used [that
is, new code can be written over old codeJwithout
having to write the old code back out on the swapping disc, since an exact copy already exists there.
The data area consistsof global data fdata common
to severalprocedures)and a push-down stack that
is handled automaticallyby the hardware.
CodeSegmentation
In the HP 3000,code is grouped into logical entities called segments,each consisting of one or
more procedures.Each segmentmay be up to 16K
words long. Programs are normally broken into
segmentsby the user, althoughhe may choosenot
to do this and his program will run as a single segment unless it is too large, in which case an error
messagewill be generated.
There is a master directory, the Code Segment
Table (CST), that contains one entry for each segment that is currently active on the system. The
CST is maintained by the operating system and is
used by the central processorfor procedure entry
and exit. The table doesn't occupy a fixed position
in memory but its addressis always stored in absolute location 0.
Each two-word CST entry contains the beginning
addressand the length of the code segment.There
are also four bits that are used by the central processor. One of these, the reference bit, is used to
implement a software least-recently-usedoverlay
algorithm. Another, the trace bit, causesa procedure call to the trace routine if set. The mode bit
specifies whether the segmentwill be run in privileged or user mode. The absent-from-main-memory
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bit causes a procedure call to the make-present
routine if set, and it implies that the secondword
of the CST descriptoris a disc address.The maximum number of entries in the CST is 255.
Every procedure call must go through the Code
Segment Table and must check the absent-frommain-memorybit. This is part of the virtual memory implementation of the HP 3000. If the procedure called is in a program segmentthat isn't in
main memory, the required segment is automatically brought in. When a segmentis given control
of the central processor,the program base [PB) and
program limit (PLJregistersare set from the CST
entry of that segment.
While code segmentationis normally specified
by the user, data segmentationis handled by the
MPE/3000 operating system. A normal user has
only one data segment,which is limited to 32K
words. Additional data segmentsmay be requested.
RelocatableCode
Relocation is the normal mode of operation in
the HP 3000 because of its relative addressing
capability. All addressing is relative to hardware
registers.
Fig. a shows the memory reference instruction
format. The addressmode bits have been Huffmancoded to give the maximum displacement range
on the most frequently used codes.
In the code segment,normal addressingis relative to the program counter register (P). Indirect

addressingis similar except that the content of the
indirect cell is assumedto be relative to its own
location.
In the data segment,the addressingmodes are
designedto match the types of data encountered
in a procedure-orientedlanguage.Fig. 3 shows the
organization and common use of the data area.
Global variables and pointers are stored relative
to the data base IDBJregister.The DBf mode has
a direct range of up to 255 words without indexing or a 64K word range with indexing.
StackOperation
The stack concept,* which on the HP 3000 is
fully used for the first time in a 16-bit machine,
allows dynamic storageallocation on a procedure
level. The stack is the area of a uset's data segment betweenthe DB registerand the stack pointer

tsl.

Local stack storage in a procedure is allocated
only upon entry and is automatically freed upon
exit. This allows reuse of that area of memory by
other parts of the program.The stack also provides
automatic temporary storage of intermediate results until they are neededlater in a computation.
This is transparent to the programmer, and the
compiler doesn't have to be concerriedwith saving
and restoring registers.
Parametersthat are passed to procedures are
t sh i c hi s n o r m a lal yc c e s s ef rdo mo n e
" A s t a c ki s a l i n e acr o l l e c t i oonf d a t ae l e m e nw
basis.An everyday
is a stackof platesin a plate
end0n a last-in-first-out
example
warmerin a cafeteria.

A Computer for All Reasons
Educationand Instrumentation
are traditionalfields for HP,
and the HP 3000 ComputerSystemsignificantlyenhances
the company'scapabilitiesin these areas.The new system
is also well suited to advancedindustrialand commercial
aoolications.
Educalion
HP computersenteredthe educationfield in 1968. The
HP 20004 Time-SharedBASICSystem,along with its successors,providedcost-effectivecomputeraided instruction
(CAl), problem-solving,
and computerscienceeducation.A
math drill and practiceprogram,an instructionaldialog facility,and an instructionalmanagementfacilityare available
to the teacherfor use on the HP 2000.These programsare
written in HP BASIC and are thereforeupward compatible
with the HP 3000. In additionto these programs,there are
other CAI packagesavailablefor use on both HP systems.
In addition to the time-sharedCAI use of the HP 3000,
the MultiprogrammingExecutiveoperating system allows
simultaneousbatch mode computation.This permits a
school to use the computerfor administrative
tasks concurrentlywith CAl, giving a more cost-effectivesolutionto the
needs of school systems.Many secondaryschoolswill also
be able to teach programmingand other compulerscience
concepts using the multiprogramming
capabilityof the Hp
3000.
Junior colleges and small four-year colleges, to keep
costs down, often find it necessaryto have only one computerfor all their activities.The HP 3000,with its simutraneo u s m u l t i l i n g u at li m e - s h a r i n g
a n d b a t c h o p e r a t i n gm o d e s ,
has the abilityto tackle diversecomputingneeds. In addition to these two modes,real-timeexperimentsmay also be
handled by the operatingsystem,and this makes the system usefulto universityscientificdepartments.
Because the HP 3000 was designed around the latest
conceptsin computerscience,it has many featuresin hardware and software that university professors have been
teaching in recentyears.The 3000 should providea computer sciencedepartmentwith a machinethat can be used
not only as case study of advancedarchitecture,but also
as a vehiclefor operatingsystemstudy.The modularstructure of the softwareallows studentsto rewrite small oortions of the system as projects and then try them in the
operatingsystem. lt would be too large a task to write a
whole system in a semester,but a small self-contained

pushed onto the stack before the procedure call.
When the procedure call occurs the status of the
presently executing code segmentis stored on the
stack and the Q register is set to point at the top
of the stack (S). Parametersare then accessedby
Q- addressing,while the local variables used by
the procedure are accessedby Q+ addressing,as
shown in Fig. 3.
Upon exiting from a procedure the operating system retrieves the status of the previously executing
code segmentfrom the stack and returns control
to the instruction following the procedure call.
Addressing in the negative direction with re-

module is the right size for a term project.
Instrumenlalion
While the educationfield is mainlyinterestedin the timesharing and batch modes of operationunder the MultiprogrammingExecutive(MPE),the instrumentation
field makes
extensiveuse of the compatiblereal-timecapability.Previous systemsgenerallyhad one or the other, but not all
three in a unifiedenvironment.
MPE providesthe abilityto collectdata and controlprocesses in real time while allowingthe data so generatedto
be accessedthrough the common file systemby terminalorientedand batch mode programs.This multi-modecapability is a naturalextensionand combinationof the real-time
executiveand time-sharingsystemsthat use the HP 2100
family of computers.
lndustrial/Commercial
The HP 3000 will find many industrialand commercial
applications.One reason is that it is designedto support
hierarchicalcomputing systems.The data-base handling
capabilitiesof MPE, along with a powerfuland wide-bandwidth l/O structure, make the 3000 a good middleman
computer.lt will have extensivedata communicationfacilities for connectionto a large general-purposecomputer
and will be able to control severalminicomputerson the
other end of the hierarchy
Therewill be many instancesof this computer-to-computer connectionin the future. Standardsoftware protocols
and hardware interfacesare being developedfor the HP
3000 to supportthesesystems.The HP 2100familyprovides
compatible minicomputerfacilities in systems where the
3000 is the host computer.Intercomputerlinks may be by
direct connection or by modems over common carrier
facilities.
Commerciallyoriented languagesand data base managementsystemscurrentlyin developmentwill give HP the
a b i l i t y t o d e v e l o p a n d s u p p o r t c o m m e r c i a la p p l i c a t l o n s
such as on-line inventorymanagement,order entry and
productioncontrol. The hierarchicalcomputing capability
combinedwith this businessdata-processingsoftwarewill
make the HP 3000 more and more useful in industryand
commerce,particularlyif the strongtrend towarddistributed
processingcontinuesas expected.

spect to the stack pointer (S) register is useful for
accessingtemporary results left on the stack during processing.The area between the data limit
(DL) register and DB may be addressedonly indirectly and is used for such purposes as storing
symbol tables and the like.
ReentrantCode
The separation of code and data, the use of a
pushdown stack with Q* and Q- addressing
modes and the nonmodification of code make reentrant code the natural way to write HP 3000 programs. Reentrant code, in conjunction with the
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Fig. 4. Memory reterence instruction tormat. All addressing is relative to hardware registers, making code and
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use of the Code SegmentTable as the master directory of all active segments,allows code segments
to be shared between users. Control is transferred
through the CST to the proper segmentnumber of
the shared code as determined by the loader when
the segment was made active. Thus only one copy
of a compiler or a library or the operating system
intrinsics need be available,saving valuable space
in main memory.
ProtectionFealures
User isolation and protectiontakes severalforms
on the HP 3000. Programsmay executein one of
two modes: privileged or user. In privileged mode
no bounds checkingis done except for stack overflow (S)Z), and all instructions are available for
use. AII system interrupts including external [I/O)
interrupts are handled on a separateinterrupt control stack so the user running when the interrupt
occurs is fully protected. In user mode, accessis
limited to within the user's own code and data
areas.
In addition to the hardware memory protection,
files are protected by the MPE/3000 file management system.Access to files may be controlled at
several levels which range from unrestricted access
by anyone to controlled access available only to
the creator of the file.
ModularHardwareOrganization
HP 3000hardware is organizedon a modular basis. A major feature is the central data bus, which
can serviceup to sevenindependentand asynchronous modules. These can be central processors,
memory modules, and/or various types of input/
output channels including a high-speed selector
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Hardware
Sharingthe bus can be one or more CPU's,l/O
processors,memorymodules,high-speedl/O channels,
and specialdevices ThemicroprogrammedCPU's
havea procedure-oriented
stackarchitecture.
by Jamshid Basiji and Arndt B. Bergh

N THE HARDWARE LEVEL, the HP s000
Computer System consists of independently
functioning modules communicating over a highspeed multiplexed central data bus (Fig. j.). The
modules may include one or more central processing units ICPUs)and input/output [I/O) processors,
one to four memory modules,one or more selector
channelsfor high-speedinput/output, and one or
more special-purposemodules. Hardware modularity makes the system flexible and expandable,
and leaves the door open for future performance
improvements through new technologiessuch as
faster memories.
The memory now available is a magnetic core
memory that has a cycle time of g60 nanoseconds.
Optional is an interleaved addressing capability
that places sequentialaddressesin different memory modules.Memory modulescan operateconcurrently. With interleaving,the systemcan support a
5.7 megahertzbyte data rate.
The 3000 CPU is a microprogram-controlled
processor.It has a stack architecture and special
hardware to make procedure execution very efficient. Instructions are implemented in microprogrammed read-only memories, making possible a
powerful instruction set with some instructions
resemblingthose of higher-levellanguages.
The data for each user is organized as a data
stack. In general,a stack is a storagearea in core
memory where the last item stored in is always the
first item taken out. The stack structure provides
an efficient mechanismfor parameterpassing,dynamic allocation of temporary storage, efficient
evaluationof arithmetic expressions,and recursive
subroutine or procedure calls. In addition, it enables rapid context switching-2l microsecondsto
establish a new environment when an interrunt

occurs.In the HP 3000,all featuresof the stack (including checkingfor overflow and underflowJ are
implementedin hardware.
BusOperation
The central data bus is a high-speedsynchronous
bus that can service up to seven modules. The
transfer cycle time of the central data bus is equivalent to the cycle time of the systemmaster clock,
175 nanoseconds.During each transfer cycle sixteen bits of data plus parity and eight bits of
source-destinationaddressesand operation code
are transmittedfrom the sourcemodule to the destination module.
Control of the bus is distributed amongthe modules; there is no central control. The bus control
and interface logic for a given module is in the
module control unit (MCU) for that module.
Bus cycles are granted to a transmitting module
when two conditions are met. First, the transmitting module must requesta bus cycle from its MCU
and the destinationmodule must be willing to accept the messagein the next cycle. The willingness
of a module to accepta messageis indicatedby the
Iogical state of its "Ready" line. There are seven
"Ready" lines in the central data bus, one for each
module.
The secondcondition that must be met before a
module is granteda bus cycle is that there must not
be any higher priority module seekingto obtain the
next bus cycle. Module priority is a function of
data transfer urgency. Memory modules have the
highest priority, and the high-speedselectorchannel has a higher priority than the CPU or input/
output processor[IOP]. A module, when ready to
transmit a message,blocks lower priority modules
by lowering its "Enable" line. There are sevended-

CentralDataBus

MaximumMemorySize
is 128K Bytes

(4 Modules,32K
BytesEach)

Unit
CPU= CentralProcessing
Processor
IOP= Input/Output
MCU= ModuleControl
Unit

IOPBUS

icated "Enable" lines, one for each module, in the
central data bus. Each MCU checks the status of
all higher priority modules prior to granting the
next bus cycle to its host module.
With this bus-cycleallocationscheme,the "handshaking" mode of operation is not necessary,so
data transfer speedis improved.
The central processingunit and the input/output
processor share a module control unit. Thus the
CPU and IOP share a single port on the central data
bus. The IOP has a higher priority for bus access
than the CPU, although both have independent access to the bus. The IOP provides the I/O devices
with a direct path to memory through a buffered
connection between the central data bus and the
I/O bus.
The CentralProcessor
Becauseit provides a great deal of instruction
power very economically, the microprogrammed
read-only memory [ROM] method of logic control
was chosenfor the HP 3000.The centralprocessing
unit, Fig. 2, has a general-purposemicroprocessor
structure with some special features to aid the
stack architecture.The 170 individual instructions
are implementedby sequencesof microinstructions
stored in the control ROM.
In the CPU are approximately30 registers.Those
of most interest to the user are the four top-of-stack
data registers[A, B, C, DJ, three code-segmentregisters (PB, P, PLJ, a status register, an I/O mask
register,an index register [X), and six stack pointer
10

Flg.1. Centraldata bus of HP
3000 seryes up to sevenindependent modules. 16 bits ot
data plus parity and eight bits
ol addressand operationcode
arc trcnslerredin 175nanoseconds.

registers [DL, DB, Q, SM, SR, Z). The DB register
is the base of the stack, and the S register,defined
as SM + SR, is the top of the stack. The area between Q and S is for local variablesof the current
procedureor routine. The top-of-stackregistersare
logical extensions of the stack area in core and
their use greatly improves instruction execution
time. The SR registertells how many of theseregisters are filled.
To improve the efficiency of handling data in
the CPU, a two-stage "pipelined" data path structure is used.In the first stage,data is selectedfrom
the source registers and fed onto the two data
buses (R and S) and into the bus storageregisters
shown in Fig. 2. These storage registers are the
pipeline holding registers and serve as the data
source for the second stage. In the second stage
this data is processedthrough the arithmetic logic
unit and a shift network, and the result is optionally tested and stored in selecteddestination registers. New data is enteredinto the stream on each
clock pulse to keep the pipeline full and maximize
throughput. The 175 ns clock time achieved with
this structure is much lower than would have been
possibleif the whole source-to-destination
processing were done in one clock period.
Communication paths from the CPU to outside
modules include a path to memory through the
MCU and central data bus, a path to device controllers through the I/O processorand I/O bus, and
a path to the control panel through a special panel
interface.

CPUOperation
The CPU performs tasks by sequentially enabling
the appropriate logic to pass data through the processing structure and to perform other non-datapath functions. For each sequential step a 32-bit
ROM word, divided into sevencoded control fields,
enables the required functions. Each 32-bit ROM
word constitutes a microinstruction. As shown in
Fig. 3, the seven fields in each microinstruction are
the R and S bus sourceregisterfields, the operation
or function field, the shift field, the register store
field, the test field, and a special field for executing
non-data-relatedtasks.
Becauseeach control field can, in general,select
only one meaningful field option at a time, it was
possibleto encodethem with little loss of capability. For a slight reduction in speed,field encoding,
or "vertical microprogramming," offers considerable ROM cost savingsover the one-bit-per-option
method.
Branching capability is provided by redefining
the R bus, shift, and specialfields to be interpreted

as a branch address when a ]ump or ]ump Subroutine instruction occurs in the function field. Constantsalso are generatedby redefining fields when
a function field designatoroccurs.
Programsand Microproglams
As the CPU executesa user program,it sequentially fetches software instructions from main
memory. From the binary pattern of each instruction, a combinationROM lookup table and decoding logic generatesa ROM addressand storesit in a
presettable indexing ROM address register. This
register is used first to access and then to step
through the sequenceof microinstructions,or microprogram,that causesthe software instruction to
be executed.There is a microprogramin ROM for
each of the 170 machine instructions.
The CPU executesa software programin the normal sequenceof phases,that is, instruction fetch,
data fetch,and execute.In the HP 3000thesephases
are more accurately described as instruction prefetch, optional data addresscomputation or hard-

ProcessingUnit (CPU)

'Ceniral
rnp,,rz-output P.c-e.6iii oTl-

External Interrupts

Intput/Output

l/O Devices

Fig. 2. Central processor has a general-purpose microprocessor structure with special
leatures to aid stack operation.
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ware stack register preadjust,and instruction execution. Instruction prefetch is an automatic hardware activity that gets the next instruction during
the executionof the presentinstruction,thus avoiding the normal instruction fetch time. For memory
referenceinstructions,hardware has been provided
to computethe absolutememory address,that is, to
add the displacementand index to the appropriate
base register. A general bounds-testingroutine in
ROM then checks the computed addressfor validity before the individual instruction microprogram
is used.Instructionsthat use only top-of-stackdata
normally (90% of the timeJ don't require a data
fetch, but if necessary,these instructions are first
routed through a microprogram that fills the appropriate number of hardware stack registersfrom
the equivalent logical locations in core.
Interrupts
As the executionof eachinstruction is completed
a microprogramcontrol signal is issued that starts
the execution of the next instruction unless an intemupt is requestingservice.If an interrupt has occurred, a force to an interrupt microprogramtakes
place. This causesthe status of the present user
program to be stored on the stack. Then if the interrupt is not directly user related, the microprogram transfersthe statusto a systeminterrupt stack
and calls the first instruction of the software program serving that interrupt, After the interrupt has
been servicedcontrol is returned to the MPE operating system.
TOSHardware
To achieve faster execution of instructions that
reference the top elements of the stack, special
hardware has been provided. Up to four of the top
elements of the stack can be kept in four top-ofstack hardware registers,and manipulationof these
registersby the microcodehas been made as easy
as possible. The TOS hardware includes the four
registersand renaminglogic that allows each of the
four registersto assumeany of the four positions
relative to the top of the stack.Thus, the stack can
be logically shifted up or down by simply renaming
the registers,without moving the contents of one
register to another. The number of stack elements
that currently residein the TOS hardware registers
is kept in the TOS register pointer, SR.
Memory
Mernory moduleson the HP 3000are designedto
be self-containedasynchronousunits of up to 64K
bytes each. The maximum memory limit is 128K
bytes in up to four modules.The modulesinterface
with the system through an MCU port on the cen12

tral data bus, Only data transmissionsto the system
have to be synchronizedwith the system clock; all
other memory timing and control is contained
within each module. Since no fixed responsetime
is required, faster memories can be interfaced as
they becomeavailable.
Memory commands include read, write, and a
special multiprocessor semaphore function: read
and write all t's within one memory cycle.
threeThe present memory is a 960-nanosecond
wire 3D magneticcore memory using the samecore
stack and phasedX-Y drive current arrangementas
is used in the HP 21004 Computer.lA basicmodule
consistsof one timing, control, and MCU interface
card, one X-Y switch and inhibit-current load card
and one to four BK word stack cards. Becausethe
sense amplifiers, X-Y drivers and inhibit drivers
all are on the stack card, memory expansion only
requires the addition of one stack card for each
additional 16K bytes.
Input/OutputProcessor
The functions of the I/O processorhave been distributed between a kernel processorattachedto the
CPU and one or more multiplexer channels on the
I/O bus. The kernel processorcontrols the I/O bus,
which is the data path from external devices to
memory and the communicationpath between external devicesand the CPU. The multiplexer channel does the bookkeeping for block transfers of
data to and from memory for up to 16 devices.
When needed,additional multiplexer channelsmay
be added to the system.
Input/output operations in the HP 3000 are divided into three categories:direct I/O, programmed
I/O and interrupt processing. Programmed I/O
operationshave priority on the I/O bus over other
types.
Direct I/O operationstake place as a result of the
execution of an I/O instruction by the CPU. These
operationseither exchangea word of information
betweenthe top-of-stackregister (TOS) in the CPU
and the I/O device controller, or cause a control
function to take place in the I/O system.During the
execution of I/O instructions the CPU microprocessorperforms the basic control functions such as
assemblingthe I/O command, checking the status
of the I/O devicecontroller,and exchanginga word
of information between the TOS register and the
I/O device via the I/O bus.
Programmedi/O operationsare aimed at transferring blocks of data between I/O devicesand the
memory. This type of operation begins for an I/O
device when the CPU issuesan SIO instruction for
that device. The device controller in coniunction

with the multiplexer channelthen executesthe I/O
control program for that device without further
CPU intervention, This allows the CPU and I/O
processingto carry on in parallel.
The interrupt structure is a multilevel priority
network that allows the processingof CPU programs or lower-level interrupts to be preemptedby
higher-level interrupts. This assuresa prompt response to critical external processes.A "polling"
schemeis used in the priority network. Up to 253
devices are allowed on the interrupt poll line, and
the interrupt priority of a device is determined by
its logical proximity to the CPU on the interrupt
poll line. A 16-bit mask registeris provided for the
purpose of masking off groups of interrupts. Any
number of devicescan be assignedto any particular
mask group.
I/O bus transfer cycles are granted to multiplexer
channelsbasedon their priorities.A polling scheme
similar to the interrupt polling is used to resolve
priority among the multiplexer channels.However,
the data poll line is separatefrom the interrupt poll
Iine, so the data priority of a channel can be different from its interrupt priority.
SelectorGhannel
High-speeddevicesmay communicatedirectly to
the central data bus through a selectorchannel.Unlike the multiplexer channel, the selector channel is
designedto service one device at a time for the
duration of the execution of the I/O control program for that device.This eliminatesthe time-slice
multiplexing overhead, thereby allowing the SEL
channel to achieve higher data transfer rates than
are possible with the MUX channel. The selector
channel is a part of the SEL module, which is an
independent system module that contains up to
four selectorchannelsand has an independentport
to the central data bus fseeFig. lJ. This port enables
the selector channels to fetch and execute their
own I/O command words and transfer data between the memory and the I/O devices independently of the I/O processor.Each selector channel
has its own SEL bus and can interface up to eight
devicesthrough this bus.
SpecialDevices
Ports on the central data bus are not device-de-

pendent. Therefore, they can be used for special
custom devicesshould the systemapplicationwarrant their use. An example of such a device might
be a communicationsDrocessor.
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O Softwarefor a MultilingualGomputer
SPLr,sa high-levdlanguagethatproducescode
that'sas efficientas othersysfems'assembly-language
BASICand
are FORTRAN,
code.Other3000languages
COBOL,
by WilliamE. Foster

pnocnnMMING
LANGUAGES Now AVAILI. ABLE FOR THE HP 3000 USER are FORTRAN, BASIC, and SPL fSystems Programming
Languagel. COBOL will be available in summer
1973. The system will support all these languages
simultaneously.
SystemsProgrammingLanguage
SPL is an ALGOL-like language.Its objective is
to provide systemsprogrammingcapability from a
high-level language rather than the traditional assemblylanguage.The benefitsare faster coding and
easier debugging.Virtually all the HP 3000 software is written in SPL.
It's imperative, of course, that a systems programming languageproduce efficient object code,
and this was another major objective of SPL. Code
optimization has been achieved through the logic
of the compiler and through close correlation between the SPL syntax and the 3000instruction set.
A significantaspectof SPL is that it may be used
as either a machine independentor a machine dependent programming language.At the machine
independent level, the syntax of SPL closely resemblesthat of ALGOL. It isn't necessaryfor the
programmerto understand the architecture of the
3000 to program at this level.
The machine dependentprogrammeris one who
has some knowledge of the 3000 architecture [instruction set, stack,statusregister,etc.);the greater
his knowledge,the more he is able to make use of
the machine dependentfeaturesof SPL.The effect
of using these features of SPL is improved object
code.
Fig. f. illustratesthe two levels of SPL applied to
the sameprogrammingproblem. Fig. 2 is an example of a more typical SPL program.
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FORTRAN/3OOO
FORTRAN is one of the most widely used and
oldestprogramminglanguages.Initial specifications
for the languagedate back to 1954.FORTRAN/S000
is an ANSl-standardcompiler with extensionsthat
enhancethe capability of the languageand use the
features of the HP 3000.Among these featuresare
CHARACTER variables,which were added to the
languageto provide the capability of string manipulation. Additionally, a great deal of power is provided in the area of input/output operations.
I Free-field I/O. Variables may be input and output in a free-field manner,without the specification of a FORMAT statement.
Output expressions.Expressionsmay be included in the output list (Fig.3). For example,
WRITE [3,10JI*S,Af B
is a legal FORTRAN/3000statement.
Logical unit table. A global table is createdby
the compiler and built by the loader that is used
to associateFORTRAN logical unit fstoragedeviceJ numbers with internal file numbers. The
FORTRAN programmerhas the capability,with
the use of library routines,to tailor this table to
his own needs.For instance,he may explicitly
open a file through a call to the file system intrinsic FOPEN,then set the returned file number
to correspond to a particular FORTRAN unit
number fsay unit #21. Subsequent READ or
WRITE statementsusing unit #7 would, in fact,
be referencingthis file.
FORMAT specification.Two important specifications have been added to the FORMAT statement: the T-specification,which positions the
format scannerto specificlocationsin the record,
and the S-specification,which outputs character
data with a field width that correspondsto the

Machine independent method
The conventionai approach, used in most programming languages, would be to use a temporary variable in making the exchange:
SPL statement
TEMP:= A;
A:: B;
B::TEMP;

Purpose
Store the value of
A in TEMP.
Store the value of
B in A.
Store the original
value of A in B.

Generated Code
LOAD A
STOR TEMP
LOAD B
STOR A
LOAD TEMP
STOR B
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SPL statement
GeneratedCode
LOAD A
TOS:: A;
P u s ht h e v a l u eo f
A onto the stack.
LOAD B
A:: B;
S t o r et h e v a l u eo f
BinA,
STOR A
B::TOS;
S t o r et h e c u r r e n t
STOR B
v a l u et h a t i s o n t h e
top of the stack into
B, then pop the stack
Fig. 1. An SPLprogram lo swap the valuesot two integer
variables,A and B, illustratingthe machine dependent
and machineindependentlevelsof lhe language.

I e n g t h o f t h e a s s o c i a t e dl i s t e l e m e n t [ F i g . s ) .
I D i r e c t - a c c e s sI / O , D i s c f i l e s m a y b e r e f e r e n c e d
a s d i r e c t a c c e s sd e v i c e s . F o r e x a m p l e , t h e s t a t e ment
READ (3@RECNUMJ A,B
r e a d s f r o m l o g i c a l u n i t # 3 t h e r e c o r d s p e c i f i e db y
RECNUM, and transmits the data to the list elements A and B.
Other extensions of standard FORTRAN are
mixed-mode arithmetic, free format program entry
for more convenient usage from terminals, removal
of restrictions on indexing and DO-loops, and an
interactive debugging facility.
Machine dependent characteristics of FORTRAN/3000 are that programs are recursive and
r e e n t r a n t . I n t h e H P 3 0 0 0 ,c o d e a n d d a t a a r e s t o r e d
separately,and code is never altered. This means
that programs can be shared by severaljobs. If one
job is using a program and is interrupted by another
job that uses the same program, the first job can
later reenter the program and continue from the
point of interruption. Thus programs are reentrant.
Recursive means that programs can call themselves. Another machine dependent feature is
that storage for local variables is allocated on the
stack dynamically when functions or subroutines
are entered, and deallocated upon exit.
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Machine dependent method
A more efficient approach would be to use the special SPL symbol TOS. When used in place of an
identifier, this symbol denotes the current top of
stack.
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F,E.2. A matrix inversionroutine lrom the HP 3000 Scientitic Library, written in SPL. The compiler output shown
here includes much optional intormation(shown in color),
such as sequencenumbers,PB-relativeaddress of source
slalements, a BEGIN/END count, a symbol table dump,
and a machine code dumo.
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BASTC/3000
The HP 3000BASIC subsystemruns as an interpreter rather than a compiler, which means that
programs are not translated into machine code that
is directly executable, but into an intermediate
languagethat is executedby control routines.
The primary reasons for having an interpreter
instead of a compiler are faster developmentand
greater debuggingfacilities. The interactive debugging mode in BASIC provides the following capabilities:
I Tracing of the path of executionthrough a program and changesin the values of variables
r Interactively displaying the dynamic nesting
structureof a program,that is, the order in which
programs and functions are called
r Displayingand modifying the values of variables
I Altering the executionsequenceof a program.
One aspect of an interpreter is that programs are
really data to the interpreter. Therefore, BASIC
programs do not executeas code segmentsand so
are not sharable.For this reason, HP is currently
developing a BASIC compiler that acceptsthe internal file generated by the interpreter and generates executablecode.In this way, BASIC programs
will not only run as sharable code segments,but
will also executefaster.
The BASIC/3000 languageis a superset of HP
2000 BASIC, incorporatingmany extensions:
2000
26 numeric arrays
26 string variables
one data type (32-bitreal)
3000
286 numeric arrays
286 strings or string arrays
four data types [L6-bit integer, 32-bit real, 48-bit
real, 64-bit complex)
Other extensions include compound statements
(Fig. aJ, mixed-mode arithmetic, multipleJine functions, string-valued functions, access to all MPE
P
wRrTE(6,1
0) "PRESSURE",
WRITE(6,10)
"TEMPERATURE",
2-T
10 FoRMAT(" THEVALUEFOR", S, "rS", F7.3)
Result:fassumeP:1.0339and T:55.87)
IS 1.034
THEVALUEFORPRESSURE
IS 1.I1.740
THEVALUEFORTEMPERATURE
Fig. 3. FORIFAN/3000 program illustratingthe use ot an
expressionin an output list, and the "S" specilication in
the FORMAT statement.
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DODOEND
Pairs

I FA > B T H E N6 0
ELSEDO
I F B( : C T H E N B : C + 1
rFc#DTHENDO
C=C+FNK(D,D.A,C)
D:Z+A
DOEND
E L S E1 1 0
DOEND

Fag.4. An example
ol a BASIC/3000
compound
stalement.
files and peripheral devices, capability of calling
SPL procedures,many additional predefined string
and numeric functions, string arrays, program overlays, picture I/O formatting, statement execution
frequency reporting, dynamic array redimensioning, handling of non-BASIC files, and additional
file commands.
SPL, BASIC, and FORTRAN are all recursive,
that is, programs,procedures,and subroutinescan
call themselves.Fig. 5 illustrates this property.
coBoL/3000
COBOL [COmmon BusinessOriented Language)
is the result of an effort to establish a standard programming language for business processing. The
original specifications were drawn up in 1959 by
CODASYL fthe COnference on DAta SYstemsLanguages).COBOL/3000conforms to the highest level
of Federal Government Standard COBOL and has
the added capability of interprogram communications.
COBOL is a structured languagethat consists of
Indentification, Environment, Data, and Procedure
divisions. A feature of COBOL that makes it attractive in commercial applications is that it provides
fixed-point arithmetic up to 18 digits; this eliminates the problem of round-off error which exists
in "floating-point" formats.
MadeEasy
SwitchingLanguages
HP 3000 languages share many common attributes that aid the user in switching from one languageto another. Among the areas of compatibility
are:
I Program-to-programcommunication. SPL, FORTRAN, and COBOL programs can all call programs written in either SPL, FORTRAN, or
COBOL. BASIC programs can call SPL, FORTRAN, or COBOL programs as well as other
BASIC programs. Files written in one language
are accessibleby other languages.
r Compiler construction. The command languages
for all of the compilers are consistent. For ex-

routines) is compiled into relocatable modules
that are stored in the user's subprogram file
(USLI. If the programmer decides to changeany
part of his program, he can recompile any subroutine, or the main program, into the USL file
and the old copy of that subroutine will be deactivated. (It will still exist in the file, and could
later be reactivated.)The relocatablemodules
can be added,deleted,activated,or deactivated
from the USL. Also, thesemodulescan be copied
from one USL to another.
2J Next, the USL file is prepared into a Program
File. Preparation consists of segmentingthe code
and defining the initial stack size.
3) Now, the Program File can be allocated/executed. The segmentsare allocated into virtual
memory, external referencesare satisfied from
the libraries, and the program is scheduled for
executionaccordingto its priority.

SPL
I N T E G E RP R O C E D U R F
EA C ( N ) ; V A L U EN ; I N T E G E RN ;
F A C : = I F N ( = 1 T H E N1 E L S EN - F A C ( N - 1 ) ;
FORTRAN
INTEGERFUNCTIONFAC (N)
r F ( N .G T . 1 ) c O T O 1 0
FAC:1
RETURN
10 FAC:N-FAC(N-1)
RETURN
END
BASIC
1 O OD E F I N T E G E RF N F ( I N T E G E R
N)
11 0 l F N ( : 1 T H E NR E T U R N1
1 2 0E L S ER E T U R NN * F N F( N - 1 )
1 3 0F N E N D

GenerahPurpose
ApplicalionsSoflware
general-purpose
Several
software packagesare
now availablefor the HP 3000.There is a scientific
library, an interactive statistical package, a text
editor, and a text formatter. Other packageswill
be available in the future.
Scientific Library. The scientific library consists of
a collection of SPL proceduresthat reside in the
system library. The initial capabilities include:
error function/complimentaryerror function, gamma and log" gamma functions, exponential, sinecosine,Fresnelintegrals,elliptic integralsand elliptic functions, Besselfunctions, and statisticalprocedures including elementary statistics fkurtosis,
means, etc.], one-way frequency distribution, correlation, and multiple linear regression.This library

Fig. 5. SPt, BASIC/3000, and FORTRAN/3000programs
to calculate integer tactorials. All three languages haye
recursive capabi Iiti es.

ample, the commandsthat tell the compiler to
merge a source file with an update file are
identical for each compiler. Also, the language
translators share the same system library routines.Theselibrary routinesare usedboth during
compilation and as run-time routines to implement the language features. For example, the
program that converts a character string into an
internal binary number is used both by SPL at
compile time and by the FORTRAN formatter at
execution time. This modularity not only simplifies the task of making changesto common programs,but also reducesthe developmentcost by
eliminating duplication of effort. The steps in
compiling and executing programs are as follows
(Fig.6J:
1) The source program [main program plus sub18

Fig. 6. HP 3000 compilation/executionp/ocess.

will be kept open for future enhancement.

printers or other ASCII devices.

Interactive Statistical Analysis Package (STAR).
This subsystemprovides the user with the capability of performing various kinds of statistical analysis in an interactive (question-answer)mode. This
packagemay also be used in a batch mode. All of
the statisticalcapabilitiesthat exist in the scientific
library are available to the STAR user, along with
the following additions: data file manipulation
Icreation, editing, etc.), scatter diagrams, histograms, and variable transformation.
The output from STAR may be to the user's terminal, or to a line printer. All results are displayed
in an easily readable,tabular form. The data may
be input directly from the terminal, or from the
batch input device,or from a file createdby a FORTRAN, SPL, or BASIC program.
In keeping with the modular structure of the
HP 3000 system,STAR makes use of the scientific
and compiler libraries in performing its functions.
As new capabilitiesare added to the scientific library, these capabilitieswill be easily extendable
to STAR merely by addingthe necessaryinput/output routines and calling on the scientific library to
perform the calculations.
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utility
Text Editor. EDIT/3000is a general-purpose
that provides the user with the capability of easily
creatingand manipulatingfiles of upper and lower
caseASCII characters.Lines and characterscan be
inserted,deleted,replaced,searchedfor, and so on.
The files to be edited can be FORTRAN, SPL, BASIC, or COBOL source files, or textual material
such as reports.
One feature of this program not usually found in
text editors is its ability to selectivelymodify text
dependingon conditions found within the text itself. When this is done, the "edit language"has an
ALGOL-like structure with the metacommands
WHILE, NOT, and OR acting upon statementsthat
can be compoundstatementsfgroupsof statements
enclosedby a BEGIN-END pair). These commands
and statementscan be nested indefinitely. Interactive users can write an edit program to send messagesto the terminal and place input from the user
in appropriateplaceswithin the text file. Together,
these featuresmake the editor a powerful tool for
many applicationsother than simple program editing'
Text Formatter.This program lists ASCII files under the control of format records imbedded in the
text file. FORMAT/3000may also be used with the
text editor. The formatter provides the capability
of preparing simple documentsto be listed on line
19
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SingleOperatingSystem
Users
ServesAII HPSOOO
TheMultiprogramming
Executiveoperatrngsystemtakes
careof commandinterpretation,
filemanagement,
memorymanagement,
scheduhng
and dispatching,
and input/outputmanagementfor time-sharing,
batch,
and reallime users.
by ThomasA. BleaseandAlanHewer

EXECUTTVE [MpE/
l\/urupRocRAMMrNG
f Yt 30001is a general-purpose
disc-basedoperating system that supervisesthe operation of the HP
3000 Computer System and its variety of users.
MPE/3000allows usersto accessthe systemconcurrently in three distinct but compatible modes:
batch processing,time sharing,and real-time processing.MPE is designedto take maximum advantage of system resources,to make the system easy
to use, and to relieve the user of the need for detailed knowledgeof the internal hardware or direct
interactionwith it, Each user's environmentis protected;programprotectionis providedby hardware
and data protection by any of several software facilities dependingon the degreeof security desired.
MPE/3000has a modular organizationthat makes
it more convenientto check out and maintain, and
provides a flexible base on which additional capabilities may later be developed.Users interact with
the 3000 Systemthrough the commandinterpreter,
one of the functional units of MPE. Programming
accessto the hardware is provided by systemroutines called MPE intrinsics. Uniform accessto disc
files and input/output devices is provided by the
MPE file system. MPE also has memory management, an input/output system, and schedulingfor
dynamicallocationof resources.
ProcessStructure
Underlying the modularity of MPE/3000 and its
ability to support three kinds of users concurrently
is its processstructure.Except for a few specialized
system controls such as the dispatcher and interrupt structure,all operating-systemand user functions are performed as a seriesof processes.
A processis the basic entity that can be executed
by the central processor.While a program identi20

fies a static sequenceof instructions and data, a
processdenotesthe dynamicallychangingsequence
of states of an executing program. Under MPE/
3000,a processconsistsof:
r A unique processcontrol block which describes
and controls the process,
I A private [stackJdata segment,accessibleonly
by the process,for data operation and storage,
and
I An instruction in a code segmentwhich may be
private to the process or may be shared with
other processes.
Processesare organizedhierarchically in a tree
structureas shown in Fig. 1. Each processhas only
one immediate ancestor, but may have several
immediate descendants.Control and information
flows are restrictedto proceedonly along branches
of this logical tree structure. The primary interactions which are provided for are creation,deletion,
control. and intercommunication.
The root processis the progenitor.All immediate
descendantsof the progenitorare systemprocesses.
They include:
a VO system controller processes,which queue,
initiate, and complete all input/output requests
for all devices configured under the operating
system.
r The make-a-process-presentIMAPP) process,
which schedulesthe allocation of memory resourcesto data segmentsbelongingto active processes.
The device recognition (DREC) process,which
performs the administrative tasks of allocating
input/output devicesand also verifying and initiating new users under the operatingsystem.
The user controller (UCOP) process,which is

areas [Fig. 2J.The first area containssystemtables,
interrupt procedures, and MPE intrinsics which
must be core resident,that is, always present and
accessiblein main memory.
The secondarea is of variable length and is used
to satisfy requests from users for core resident
storage.This areais dynamicallyexpandedand contractedand can be of zero length.
The remaining main memory is referred to as
linked memory. Linked memory is composed of
free fnot currently being used) and assignedfallocated for a code or data segmentJareasof varying
sizes.Areas not currently in use are linked together
and form the free spacelist. Similarly, the assigned
areas are linked together and form the assigned
spacelist. Eachareacontainsan information header
defining its size. If the area is assigned,the header
also contains information about disposition [I/O
pending,etc.J,segmenttype (code or data with in-

l
I

Main
Pro
ces5es

Tasks

Fig. 1 MultiprogrammingExecutive(MPE) operating system tor HP 3000 has a process structure.All lunctions are
pertormed as a series ol processes.

Location0

defined as the ancestorof all user processescurrently running under MPE/3000.The primary responsibility of UCOP is to create,supervise,and
deleteuser processtree structures.
Of thesesystemprocesses,the most important is
UCOP, the root process of the user structure. An
immediate descendant,createdby UCOP, is called
a moin process,and the code executingunder it is
normally the command interpreter. The process
tree structure originatingat a main processdefines
a job (job/session/taskl.A basic feature of a job
is its complete independencefrom all other jobs
currently existing.
Apart from the progenitor and several specific
systemprocesseswhich togetherconstitutethe operating system and which must exist, the process
tree structure is completely dynamic, expanding
and contracting as operating system and user requirementschange.
MemoryManagement
The primary function of MPE/3000 memory managementis the allocation of main memory to meet
the demandsof users."Main memory" is core memory as opposedto disc memory. The memory managementmodule is also responsiblefor code segment table entries, data segmenttable entries,and
overlay disc storagefor data segments.

Assigned
Head
Pointer

Free
Head
Pointer

Assigned
Segment#0

Free
Segment#l
Assigned
Segment#2
Assigned
Segment#1

Assigned
Segment#3

Free
Segment#0
Location
t77777E+

Fig. 2 Main memory is organizedinto reservedand linked
memory. Linked memory conslsts ol tree and assigned
areas.

MainMemoryOrganization
Main memory is organized into three contiguous
21

puter in some source language,is translatedto binary form by a compiler, and is stored in the file
area. Each compiled program or subprogram exists
in the file area as a relocatable binary module.
When the user is ready to executehis program,
the appropriate command is given and the operating systemloads the binary modulesof his program
into the swapping area of virtual memory. Simultaneously with this transfer, the binary modules
are formed into segmentsas specifiedby the user.
In some casesno actual changetakes place; for example, a small program may consist of just one
segmentand the loader will probably not move it
from a file disc onto the systemdisc unlessthe user
wants this done.
Data segmentsare allocated dynamically when a
program is loaded, and are always on the system
disc.

BinaryModule
Relocatable

Viriual Memory
seconoary
-it,fi;i
!jj!-.
Segmentl

Fig. 3 Program segmentationgives the HP 3000 virtual
memory. MPE automaticallybrings into main memory only
those code segrnents that are currently needed. Thus a
user's program may be much larger than main memory.
dex into code segment table or data segment table),

disc address,priority, and frequencyof access.This
additional information is used in the selection of
assignedareas to overlay when a request cannot
be satisfied from the free area list.
VirtualMemory
Virtual memory consistsof main memory plus an
area of mass storagecalled secondarymemory, or
the swappingarea [Fig. eJ.The swappingareais on
disc or drum memory, althoughnot necessarilyon
a single device; it may include areasof severaldevices,In the swappingareais a collectionof pieces
of code or data defined as segments.As a program
executes,segmentsare swappedin and out of main
memory by the operating system.Whether a segment is in main memory or absent,it is nevertheless part of virtual memory. Thus from the point of
view of a user, he is working with a memory that
appears to be many times Iarger than the actual
physical size of main memory. His own program
may exceed the 65K-word maximum main memory
capacity and still allow spacefor many other users
on the same machine.
As shown in Fig. 3, code is enteredinto the com22

Scheduling/ Dispatching
To accommodatethe different modes of operation which may coexistunder MPE/3000,the scheduling systemis basedupon a priority structure.All
processesare logically organizedinto a linear master schedulingqueue in order of their priority.
The dispatcheris responsiblefor allocating the
central processor to the active processesin the
schedulingqueue.A processis consideredactive if
it requires access only to the central processor.
Otherwise,it is consideredinactive, awaiting some
other resource.
The basic organizationof the schedulingqueue
is shown in Fig. 4. Systemprocessesare scheduled
directly onto the master queue.Subqueuesare used
to scheduleprocessesbelongingto users.Note that
since processesare scheduledindependently,not
all processesin a job are necessarilyenteredin the
samesubqueue.
There are five standard subqueues.Three are
Iinear in structure.In a linear fsubJqueue,
the highest priority active process is given accessto the
central processorby the dispatcher,and it maintains this accessuntil it becomesinactive or until
it is preemptedwhen a higher priority processbecomes active. The three linear subqueuesare for
core-residentprocesses,real-time processes,and
low-priority (idleJ processes.
The other two subqueuesale circular subqueues.
Theseare for time-shareprocessesand batch processes.In a circular subqueue,all processesare consideredto be of equalpriority and eachactive processaccessesthe centralprocessorfor a certaintime
interval. At the end of this time interval, the process releasesthe CPU and the next active process
in the subqueueis dispatched.This continuesin a

HighRanka - - --

FileSysteml/O

- - -+Low Rank

HighPriority

t

Privilegedl/O

ReafTime
l/O

I

+

User-supptied

Fig. 5 Basic HP 3000 input/output access methods'

The
subqueuecontainingcompute-boundprocesses.
dynamic rescheduling of processesbetween the
dual subqueuesis performed by MPE/3000.In the
case of highly interactive time-share processes,
this arrangementprovides quicker responseat the
terminal.

+

Low Priority
Subqueues

Fig.4 MPE schedulesprocesseson the basis ot priorities.
Processesare organized into a linear master queue and
tive subqueues.
round-robin

manner.

Each of the two circular subqueuesis composed
of two subqueues-a higher priority subqueuecontaining l/O-bound processesand a lower priority
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l/O System
The purpose of the MPE/3000 I/O system is to
perform input/output operations for the file system. The user doesn'tinteract directly with the I/O
system,but indirectly via the file system.Howevet,
privilegedusersmay accessthe I/O systemdirectly,
and users with real-time capability may bypass
both the file system and the I/O system for direct
accessto specific devices.Fig. 5 shows the basic
I/O accessmethods.
In a typical I/O operationthe sequenceof operatibns is as follows. An executinguser processgenerates a file request to the file system. The file
system calls the attach-I/O intrinsic. Attach-I/O
allocatesan I/O queue entry and links it into the
queue for the device specified. When all earlier
requestsfor the device have been completed and
the I/O monitor process has the highest priority
among all other processes,the I/O monitor process
begins execution of this request.There is one I/O
monitor processfor eachdevice controller.
The I/O monitor process first assuresthat the
data buffer is frozen in memory. The initiator section and the I/O program issue an SIO instruction
to the device controller and return control to the
I/O monitor process. Data is then transferred
between the I/O device and the data buffer.
When the I/O monitor process is again dispatch-

ed, it recognizesthat an interrupt has occurredand
calls the completion section of the device driver.
The completionsectionchecksfor successfulcompletion and returns the results of the I/O operation
to the file system via the I/O control block. The
user'sprocessis activatedupon I/O completion.
When the user process is again dispatched,return is made to the point following the file request.
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